Link between TRPV channels and mast cell function.
Mast cells are tissue-resident immune effector cells. They respond to diverse stimuli by releasing potent biological mediators into the surrounding tissue, and initiating inflammatory responses that promote wound healing and infection clearance. In addition to stimulation via immunological routes, mast cells also respond to polybasic secretagogues and physical stimuli. Each mechanism for mast cell activation relies on the influx of calcium through specific ion channels in the plasma membrane. Recent reports suggest that several calcium-permeant cation channels of the TRPV family are expressed in mast cells. TRPV channels are a family of sensors that receive and react to chemical messengers and physical environmental cues, including thermal, osmotic, and mechanical stimuli. The central premise of this review is that TRPVs transduce physiological and pathophysiological cues that are functionally coupled to calcium signaling and mediator release in mast cells. Inappropriate mast cell activation is at the core of numerous inflammatory pathologies, rendering the mast cell TRPV channels potentially important therapeutic targets.